
The MIT Media Lab’s Human Dynamics Laboratory explores “how social networks can influence our lives in business, health, 
governance, and technology adoption and diffusion.” To enable this exploration, they develop technologies that “extract 
patterns that predict future human behavior.” A few years ago, Alex “Sandy” Pentland and his team at the Lab directed these 
technologies towards better understanding the group dynamics that characterized consistently winning teams - the teams that 
were “blessed with the energy, creativity, and shared commitment to far surpass other teams.1” 

Pentland’s study included a broad variety of teams, including “innovation teams, post-op wards in hospitals, customer-facing 
teams in banks, backroom operations teams and call center teams.2” As detailed in a case study published in the Harvard 
Business Review, the Human Dynamics Lab team discovered that a team’s quest for greatness wasn’t determined by their 
collective intelligence, personality, experience, education or any other conventional indicator of ability, but by their 
communications patterns. 

Pentland’s team collected their information by equipping “all the members of those teams with electronic badges that 
collected data on their individual communication behavior - tone of voice, body language, whom they talked to and how much, 
and more.3” With the data they collected, Pentland and his team was able to  confirm “with remarkable consistency4” that 
communication plays a critical role in building successful teams -  as significant as all the other factors combined. 

The three key elements of communication that Pentland and his team found to affect team performance were energy5, 
engagement6 and exploration7. The greater the collective energy, engagement and exploration, the greater the success of a 
team. From an individual perspective, the Human Dynamics team also measured individual performance to determine the 
“data signatures” of what they determined to be the best type of team members. 

Here’s what they learned about the actions of these high-performers on high-performing teams: 

Badge data show that these people circulate actively, engaging people in short, high-energy conversations. They are democratic with their 
time—communicating with everyone equally and making sure all team members get a chance to contribute. They’re not necessarily 
extroverts, although they feel comfortable approaching other people. They listen as much as or more than they talk and are usually very 
engaged with whomever they’re listening to. We call it “energized but focused listening” …  
 
The best team players also connect their teammates with one another and spread ideas around. And they are appropriately exploratory, 
seeking ideas from outside the group but not at the expense of group engagement. 

Based on the actions and tendencies that Pentland and his team saw from these high-performance, they began referring to 
them as “charismatic connectors.”   

Given the significance of communication in influencing a team’s success and the degree to which this success can be shaped 
by the communication habits of individual team members, charismatic connecting may be the most important skill that you 
can cultivate within the creative collaboration skill set.

Charismatic Connecting
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5. “The number and the nature of exchanges among team members.” 
6. “The distribution of energy among team members.” 
7. “The communication that members engage in outside their team.”
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